Abstract— Nowadays, cities consume more energy to fuel their day-to-day activities. With the rise of electrical devices we face more challenges associated with energy control and distribution. Apart from this, we also spend a lot of energy trying to either heating or cooling our homes. This paper illustrates an architecture to extract, load, transform, mine and forecast Big Data. This technological architecture makes use of a dataset containing electricity and gas consumption of homes distributed within multiple USA cities and states. The main purpose of our work consists in delivering to citizens a new form of self-monitoring their electricity and gas consumption, by comparing them to other homes within their cluster or state and by forecasting future energy consumptions. Moreover, the architecture also delivers to energy providers and cities a smarter overview of the energy landscape. This work uses simulated data from United States of America along with Hadoop, WEKA and Tableau to store and process Big Data, to produce clusters and time series forecasts, and to visualize information, respectively. The results reveal that, using this architecture, it is possible to produce accurate clusters of homes based on their energy consumption and it is also possible to forecast future electricity consumptions with a small margin of error.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Urban centers are growing and they seem to be the first choice for modern living, based on the fact that more than half of the population is living in urban environments [1]. With this phenomenon, various problems arise and cities need to adapt themselves to this trend.

In the last years we started hearing on a new concept, the concept of Smart Cities. Governments are facing more costs on labor, transportation, infrastructures, energy, and many other basic needs. Furthermore, citizens are behaving like natural consumers of government services and are now demanding more, regardless of the existing constraints [2]. Here is where Big Data comes along. Cities and their citizens generate vast amounts of data, with multiple degrees of complexity, at different speeds, from various sources, that does not conform to traditional technologies. This lead us to the general definition of Big Data [3]–[5].

The emerging need to make cities smarter, associated with the relatively recent concept of Big Data and the possibilities it brings, constitute the motivational basis for the development of this Big Data analytics architecture. It is able to process data from a city and, as we shall demonstrate, provide intelligent services, both for citizens and for the government or other stakeholders, through the use of data mining techniques such as clustering and time series forecasting [6]. Clustering is used to identify groups of homogeneous homes, with similar patterns in terms of energy consumption, enabling comparison and ranking, while time series forecasting is used to foresee future consumptions. The CRISP-DM model is used to conduct the data mining process, going through the phases of business understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modeling and evaluation [7].

The data used to validate the architecture is the “EPLUS TMY2 residential base” dataset [8], containing 238 files. Each file represents one year of electricity and gas hourly consumptions, from a simulated home in a certain city in USA. Information about all the USA states was also extracted, containing all the USA state abbreviations, names, population and land area.

It is expected that the proposed architecture adequately support the intelligent monitoring and forecasting service, delivering refined visual data analyses. To validate the obtained results, the intra-cluster similarity (within cluster sum of squared errors) is considered, besides cluster variety, as well as a small error rate for the time series forecasting.

This document is structured as follows: Section II summarizes related work and describes the ways in which this work contributes to the state-of-the-art in this field. Section III illustrates the proposed technological architecture and gives an overview of the used dataset; Section IV describes the data preparation and mining process, including clustering and time series forecasting; Section V presents the data analysis and visualization, in order to redefine the energy bill and improve energy consumption monitoring. Finally, Section VI concludes with some remarks about the undertaken work and some guidelines of future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Within the scientific community there are already available some approaches to forecast energy consumption. Some of the works are mainly related with the energy price [9]–[11], while others address the research around energy loads [12], [13]. The common practice around these related works seems to be the mining of clusters before applying forecasting models. According to Alzate and Sinn [12], they
have achieved a 20% improvement in forecasting accuracy, using clustering before applying a forecaster.

Regardless of the used clustering techniques, such as K-Means [9], [11], Subtractive Clustering [10], Kernel Spectral Clustering [12] or Partial Clustering [13], as well as forecasting techniques, such as Neural Networks [11], Support Vector Machines [9], Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System [10], PARX [12] or Fuzzy Inference [13], there seems to be a general common approach: use of clustering to improve efficiency of the forecasting model, either by adapting a model for each cluster or by using clustering as a feature extraction technique. These related works focus their results on improving data mining efficiency with state-of-the-art techniques, and in general the results show that the outcome is satisfactory. However, they are mainly focused on the data mining process and results, discarding not only the nature of the real world data that requires new storage and processing technologies but also the importance of the possible technological deployment, in order to deliver new services to citizens.

Other related works already describe the smart meter data as Big Data, presenting some methods to visualize information and extract knowledge [14], [15]. Apart from that, there are some works being developed in order to study the importance of the storage and processing infrastructure [15]–[17], highlighting non-relational databases and Hadoop.

This work aims to demonstrate how we can process the recorded energy data through a technological Big Data analytics architecture, using clustering and time series forecasting techniques, not only to select the adequate forecasting models (Linear Regression, Neural Network, Support Vector Machines or Decision Tree) for each cluster, but also to enrich the visual analysis and final smart service, delivering a reinvented energy bill to citizens and a new form of monitoring and targeting energy consumption to governments and energy providers. Consequently, the presented results are focused not only on data mining success, but also on how we can change the consumer and provider experience, by delivering reinvented ways of presenting energy consumption. As we also aim to achieve a small clustering and forecasting error, this work makes use of Big Data technologies to validate the possible deployment in a real world application scenario and presents the final results in a rich visual analysis, in order to surpass the gap between a successful data mining application and a Smart City service.

III. DATA AND ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

All the introduced steps and technologies proposed in this work can be abstracted in a technological architecture that can be seen in Fig. 1, in order to understand what could be a starting point for future implementations of similar services.

The architecture makes use of multiple Hadoop components, such as: Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) to store raw files; PIG to process scripts in order to aggregate data; HBase to temporarily store PIG results; HIVE to act as a data warehouse, containing the final dataset to originate the visual analysis. Talend Open Studio for Big Data is responsible for all the data flow processes, directing data from HDFS and HBase to the local file storage and vice versa. Then, WEKA was used to build clustering and forecasting models. Talend Open Studio for Big Data uses the WEKA’s Java library to integrate the models “on the fly” and store the results on HIVE. Finally, we are able to perform visual data analytics using Tableau.

In order to understand the dataset used in this work, its schema will be presented, as well as how all the 238 files were verified, extracted and stored in Hadoop.

Each file in this dataset contains data from a simulated home, with average characteristics, like 3 bedrooms and 1 or 2 bathrooms, taking into consideration the environment and climate in which it is inserted. There is one file per city in USA, representing the average hourly consumption of a home within that city. Fig. 2 helps in understanding the schema and content of the files.

Some classes of attributes can be identified: general values of energy (electricity facility, gas facility); heating/cooling (electricity heating, gas heating, electricity cooling, electricity HVAC fans, electricity HVAC, electricity fans, gas water heating); lights (electricity interior lights, electricity exterior lights); interior equipment (electricity appl interior equipment, electricity misc interior equipment). HVAC stands for “heating, ventilating and air conditioning”; APPL means “appliances” and MISC means “miscellaneous”.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the state and city information is embedded in the file name, requiring an additional processing effort for extracting these labels and storing them inside the file, for later analysis.

Working with Big Data requires to consider some characteristics the data might have: volume, variety, velocity, veracity and value [18]. In our demonstration case, taking into account that it is a proof-of-concept running only in one machine, the data had a considerable volume (238 files as mentioned, containing more than 8760 rows each,
data, the float values were rounded to the nearest integer, due to data presentation purposes (Fig. 4).

As previously illustrated, all the attributes were included in data extraction and cleansing process. After doing some further analysis we maintained only the general consumptions on electricity and gas attributes, opting to exclude from the clustering process all the detailed consumptions (heating/cooling, lights and interior equipment). This decision was made after verifying the dispersion of the data, as some detailed consumptions did not present a significant level of dispersion. Apart from this, the general consumptions and the more detailed ones are correlated, and highly related attributes tend to influence some cluster techniques [20].

In this study, the clustering process is undertaken using the K-means algorithm, which requires the specification of an input parameter, k, representing the number of clusters. Once there is no indication of the appropriate number of clusters for this dataset, all the available data was iteratively used to produce clusters, incrementing the number of clusters to produce and recording each intra-cluster similarity error.

K-means is a well-known clustering model that partitions a dataset into k groups, selecting the cluster centers and iteratively refining them [21]. This was the only chosen model due to the simplicity to evaluate the results, using the intra-cluster similarity (within cluster sum of squared errors). The K-means model was built using WEKA’s default parameters, changing only the number of clusters to produce, and using the Euclidean as distance function. The Fig. 5 shows the intra-cluster similarity for each clustering trial, each one with a different number of clusters.

Using the L method in which the “knee” is found in a number of clusters vs. clustering evaluation metric graph [22], we are able to identify that 5 seems to be the ideal number of clusters for this dataset.

The model synthesis is shown in Fig. 6, pointing the centroids of the identified clusters and the number of cities in each one of them. The clustering model is built using the consumption of electricity and gas, grouped by state and city, as previously explained.

**Fig. 4.** Clean, construct and format data for clustering purposes.

**Fig. 5.** Intra-cluster similarity for each clustering trial.
### Final cluster centroids:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Cluster 0</th>
<th>Cluster 1</th>
<th>Cluster 2</th>
<th>Cluster 3</th>
<th>Cluster 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>electricity_x</td>
<td>(237.4)</td>
<td>(12.6)</td>
<td>(38.0)</td>
<td>(52.0)</td>
<td>(114.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gas_x</td>
<td>3079.0</td>
<td>2788.7</td>
<td>3796.7</td>
<td>2808.1</td>
<td>2560.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Clustering model synthesis.

### B. Time series forecasting

For the time series forecasting process, the results from the clustering process are used as input for a file containing the state name, state abbreviation, city name and cluster number, which resulted in the original consumption dataset (Fig. 2). Another PIG script was coded to process that step and group the result by cluster number, week and electricity and gas consumptions, offering high value for monitoring and any seasonality analysis, the chosen time granularity was per week. The consumption dataset (Fig. 2) contained one year of energy consumption, not allowing for any seasonality analysis, the chosen time granularity was per week, being able to predict the next weeks of energy consumption, offering high value for monitoring and planning. After this process, the dataset to use in the forecasting process includes the following attributes: *cluster number, week* and electricity and gas consumptions.

Before starting the forecasting process, as the first and last weeks of the dataset did not offer the full 7 days, we choose to discard them, improving the variance of the time series.

Previously in the clustering process, the detailed attributes had to be removed, leaving only the general electricity and gas attributes. However, because we are now dealing with time series, we have to remember that some values of gas consumption were zero, causing one of the clusters to have zero as center. Besides that, we observed that another cluster presents serious declines in gas consumption. Due to these two facts, this work will only do forecasts of electricity consumption.

Testing time series forecasting using WEKA is very similar to other traditional data mining techniques, like classification or regression. To evaluate models the holdout method was used, leaving 20% of the dataset for testing purposes. There were 3 different metrics: Mean Absolute Error (MAE); Root Mean Squared Error; Direction Accuracy.

Four models were built and assessed (Linear Regression, Multilayer Perceptron, SMOReg and M5P tree), for each of the five clusters, using WEKA’s default parameters. The maximum lag was set to 12 weeks and the number of time units to forecast was set to 8 weeks, meaning that the model will mainly look at the previous 12 weeks to forecast the next 8 weeks of electricity consumption with a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) less than 16.8 kw/h, except for the cluster 2, whose lowest observed MAE is around 46. Moreover, there are models capable of forecast with a MAE of 6.7 kw/h (Fig. 8). Taking into consideration that values fluctuate between 120 and 412 kw/h, these tests reveal satisfactory results.

![Electricity forecasting evaluation.](image)

The clustered dataset was tested with all 4 models, with the goal of finding the best forecaster for each cluster and its corresponding cities. The underlying model of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th clusters is proven to be the M5P tree, while for the 1st cluster is the Multilayer Perceptron, as can be seen in Fig. 7. Consequently, a home will inherit the forecaster of its cluster. For example, if a New York home is in cluster 3, the forecaster that will be used to predict the electricity consumption will be the M5P tree.

As can be concluded, the model that successively proves to be the most suitable is the M5P tree, a decision tree whose leaves are linear models, as shown in Fig. 9.

![Example of a tested model with a low MAE.](image)

Next section presents the analysis and visualization of the prediction models in a Smart City context.

### V. DATA ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION: REINVENTING THE ENERGY BILL

This section shows how the models that served as forecasters for each cluster are used to forecast data from homes within the corresponding cluster. This was accomplished by the integration of WEKA’s Java library into Talend Open Studio for Big Data, allowing, for each home, to have not only historic data, but also forecasted data.

At this point all the historic, clustered and forecasted data were in HDFS, and it was necessary to give back some structure to it, forming a perfectly fitted dataset for analysis and visualization. All relevant attributes were joined in a Hive table (Fig. 10), intended to store data in a structured form, which is suitable for visual analysis. The Hive table includes: *State abbreviation* - abbreviation of the USA state name; *State name* - name of the USA state; *City* - name of the USA city; *Cluster* - cluster number that the respective home belongs; *Model* - model used to forecast data from the respective home; *Electricity* - home’s electricity consumption in that week; *Electricity cluster avg* - average electricity consumed by all homes in that cluster on that week; *Gas* - home’s gas consumption in that week; *Gas cluster avg* - average gas consumed by all homes in that cluster on that week; *Week* - number of the week. Starts in
week 2, ends on week 60. Weeks 53 to 60 contain forecasted values; Predicted - flag pointing forecasted or historic data.

Since the system is capable of processing energy consumption data and it is also capable of clustering and forecasting it, new perspectives on how to give feedback to homes can emerge. Fig. 11 shows a visual data analysis for one home in New York City. The analysis begins comparing the New York home against the cluster in which it is inserted, presenting the average energy consumptions. Then, the line chart overlaps the home electricity consumption (dark blue line) with the cluster consumption (light blue line), containing not only historic data but also predicted values (dark orange line for the home and light orange line for the cluster), resulted from the application of the time series forecasting model. Besides that, it is also possible to rank homes by their energy consumption, comparing a certain home to others within its cluster. That ranking can be illustrated in a geographical map. The last chart in Fig. 11 shows a heat map, with the aim of comparing the home in New York with other homes in the same USA state.

The analysis described above exemplifies how innovative and intelligent Smart Cities services can be, and in this particular case, how clustering and time series forecasting can be joined to form a visual analysis, that contributes significantly for citizens to have a more controlled consumption experience, monitoring historical and predicted data and comparing their home with others in their cluster or state.

Traditional energy bills do not give a clear overview of our energy consumption. They, of course, tell us how many energy we spent in a certain period, but if we want to make our cities smarter and put architectures like this in real world applications the energy bill could: Tell how our home compares to our cluster average, and how it will compare in the future if we keep spending energy the way we did; Illustrate in a geographical map what is our home’s energy ranking, using historical or predicted data; Show us how we compare to homes in the same state, on a weekly basis. These are only some of the possible examples.

Another perspective that this study provides on data is useful for energy providers and the government. In today’s world, governments are having difficulties in managing resources, and energy is one of them. Fig. 11 shown a reinvented energy bill, while in Fig. 12 a new form of monitoring and targeting energy can be seen, with the ability to compare clusters average values and observe predicted changes in the clusters energy ranking.

Apart from that, the electricity and gas trend of consumption can also be analyzed on a weekly basis and an inter cluster comparison can be established, comparing each cluster consumption and their respective evolution from previous weeks.

Smart cities government can manage their resources much more easily, and energy providers can target and distribute energy based on a more panoramic view, such as the aggregation by clustering. Apart from that, they can predict how much energy will be needed during the next two months and how clusters ranking will change. All of these techniques lead them to a richer decision making process.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a Big Data analytics architecture, contemplating data storage, processing, mining and visualization.

The architecture presented in this paper is adequate to support the storage and processing of all data. However, this is a high-level presentation of the same, and some variables are not contemplated yet, such as the infrastructure to run the Hadoop cluster, the ways of extracting data for other applications like mobile apps or Open Data Platforms, and security concerns.

The data mining components of the architecture showed interesting results, since a rich clusters variety was achieved, as the different electricity and gas consumptions' averages of each cluster demonstrated. Also, K-means algorithm was able to achieve a small intra-cluster similarity. Apart from this, such a low error rate on almost every tested forecaster was a successful outcome. Finally, the visual data analysis merged all the results in a refined user experience, in order to successfully validate the architecture and its underlying energy monitoring service.

For future work it is worth noting the variables that are not yet contemplated in this technological architecture, such as the infrastructure required to run the Hadoop cluster, integration with mobile apps or Open Data Platforms, and security concerns. Also the fact that this work does not consider the seasonality of the consumption and this should be integrated in future works. To accomplish that, a dataset with multiple years of consumption needs to be used.
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